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Abstract
Australia is an attractive and mature market for foreign investment in property development
due to numerous push and pull factors. According to a study report by KMPG and University of
Sydney, 36% of all Chinese Overseas Direct Investment is in real estate, with 76% of that coming
from private company investors. Incumbent developers should focus on developing capability
in project execution, deploy local Asia-capable people, and invest in brand building and industry
reputation through design-driven projects.
An ideal method of business expansion is to acquire a stake in a young and growing property
business in Australia to gain immediate access to intellectual capital, industry relationships and
on the ground experience. The software (people, processes, networks and brand) and hardware
(project pipeline) must work hand-in-hand for a business to grow sustainably. Adopting an asset-light and professional service approach to development will result in 4 advantages - ensure risk
is diversified across projects, capital is deployed effectively, relationships are forged with external
parties and the “software” can develop with a solid project pipeline
In the Short Term, it is recommended to focus on local market design-driven residential projects.
In the medium term once sufficient local capability has been developed, focus on land banking
larger commercial or mixed-use sites with holding income and with long term re-development,
rezoning or amalgamation potential.
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The Context
The Australian real estate market has seen a huge influx foreign investment in the past few years, especially from Chinese
developers and investors looking to grow their business and
project pipeline in this mature and stable economy. Developers
and investors of all sizes and scale are capitalizing on a number
of global macroeconomic factors and focusing on Australia as
an outbound investment option, with Sydney and Melbourne
being the primary focus cities for most overseas developers.
According to Knight Frank, the combined Chinese investment
in Sydney and Melbourne in 2014 well exceeds that of New York
and London.
We identify a number of push and pull factors promoting this
expansion.
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Why Real Estate in Australia?
The fundamental driver of the real estate sector is population

From a pure numerical perspective, Australia needs to build

growth – through natural births and net migration. According to

another city the size and scale of Sydney in the next 25 years, just

the IMF, out of all OECD advanced economies, Australia boasts the

to accommodate the anticipated population growth in the future.

highest population growth rate from 2004 till 2014, at 18% per annum

Despite any short term property cycles, this places severe strain

growth rate. A majority of this is due to a solid birth rate, inbound

on the demand for residential and commercial real estate in key

migration from China, India, NZ and UK and Australia being an at-

capital cities.

tractive place to live and work.

Some key facts making Australia an attractive place for real estate
investment:
1.

Australia boasts four of the top 10 most liveable cities in the

world (The Economist)
2.

Australia boasts 25 years of uninterrupted economic growth

and is rated AAA by all three global rating agencies
3.

The real estate market is highly resilient and relatively shiel-

ded from global economic shocks with dwelling values increasing in
value in a steady manner for the past 20 years. Between 1992 and
2015, Australia also has the highest real GDP growth out of all advanced economies
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Property Development Context in Australia
For any overseas developer or investor hoping to enter Australia, it is essential to appreciate the nuances and local particularities of developing real estate in Australia. We outline below some of the specific characteristics of each stage of the development cycle to provide an initial
glimpse of nature of the Australian market which may differ from that in Asia.

Stage

Nature of the Australian Market

Site Acquisition

•
•
wins
•

Parochial Market – Public Information widely shared
Highly Competitive, Transparent and market-driven process – Auction, Public Tender, highest price

•
•
•

High industry professionalism and self-regulation
Private building certification and documented approval
Clearly written codes and standards

Town Planning
Detailed Design and
Documentation
Pre-Sales and Leasing
Financing

Construction

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

99% - acquired at or above market price

Highly process driven and transparent
Strong element of public consultation and design consideration
Emphasis on urban design impact on neighbours

Well-defined pre-sales process and rules on deposits, trust accounts, legal protection for both sides
Mature legal and banking system
Developer and Architect Profile and branding
Mature and competitive financial system
Availability of alternative capital – funds, private equity
Conservative banks – qualifying pre-sales, past local experience, financial strength, relationship
Turnkey Construction – Main Contractor
Lower efficiency in construction
Statutory and HSE hurdles during construction
For larger projects, union impact on projects

So, what does this imply for overseas developers? Our perspec-

see how many developers focus solely on project selection and pro-

tive is that overseas developers will need to adopt a back-to-basics

fitability over these “softer” operational aspects of capability building.

approach to development, one that is reliant on professional exper-

Pure focus on project site selection and chase for profit may result in

tise and execution capability. In essence, there are three key areas in

short term financial success, but we believe this is not a sustainable

which incumbents should focus their efforts on:

long term strategy. It is through the above measures that overseas

1.

Developing strong capability in project execution and deli-

very through disciplined project management practices, rapport building with industry counterparts, and developing strong internal QA
processes and business systems
2.

developers can grow a truly sustainable property business, and not
merely a portfolio of profitable projects.
Deploying an Asia-capable and trusted local leader is key to executing this approach – one who is able to bridge the communication

Building a competent locally based team with local exper-

gap between the east and west and also someone who has a local

tise, industry networks and operational and financial decision making

presence and in-depth knowledge to operate an Australian business.

authority. The head office will responsibility for strategy and rela-

Strategically, there are four options to pursue this growth, each

tionship building
3.

with its pros and cons. We are of the opinion that acquisition of an

Investing in building the corporate brand and growing in-

equity stake in a young but growing property business in Australia

dustry reputation by focusing on delivering design-driven projects

is the optimal approach. This approach enables the incumbent to

which appeal the broader local market and contribute to public urban

immediately tap into local resources and networks at a relatively low

affairs

initial capital cost with the concurrent opportunity to continually grow

These may appear common sense, but one may be surprised to

and control the company at an early stage.
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Creation of a Sustainable Property Business in Australia
A sustainable property business requires harmony between the “software” (the development of people, processes networks and brand), together with the “hardware” (maintaining a project pipeline in the short, medium and long term). They work hand in hand and form a vicious cycle.
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A sustainable property business requires harmony between the “software” (the development of people, processes networks and brand), together with the “hardware” (maintaining a project pipeline in the short,
medium and long term). They work hand in hand and form a vicious
cycle.
The hardware involves physical projects themselves. The property
Industry is a project-based industry with long durations and unstable
and long cash flows, placing pressure on working capital requirements.
Maintaining a strong pipeline of projects is crucial to creating a sustainable long term business. A strong pipeline will also attract industry talent,
maintain continual cash flow, and build our brand and sustain industry
and government relationships.
An Asset Light Model is ideal to optimise capital deployment, diversity risk, grow external relationships and develop the “software”. This
arrangement typically involves:
•

JV with other investor equity partners and/or property funds

together with bank debt finance
•

Example - 65% Bank Debt, 25% JV Equity, 10% Equity, 50/50

profit sharing arrangement
•

Professional fees (PM and Sales Commission) earned during

development to maintain cash flow, and development profit realised at
completion for re-investment

In terms of project type, there are three main types of freehold
development sites in Australia:
•

Unpermitted sites – these are “raw” sites with no planning

approval and higher risk planning risk. Typically, there will be an
existing residential or commercial property on the land with some
income generating potential. Overall project timing on this type
of project will be at least 6-12 months longer due to the need to
obtain statutory approval
•

Permitted sites – these are approved development sites

with much lower development risk, but will come at a premium to
market value. These provide quicker returns and an immediate
pipeline of projects and overall timing can be as quick as 12 months
depending on project size
•

Strategic land holdings – land banking on key commer-

cial sites will create a longer term project pipeline and also the
potential to amalgamate adjacent sites land holdings
A combination of the above project types is essential to maintain a long term pipeline and ride any future property cycles.
A potential project investment strategy in the short to long term
is to focus on a combination of design-driven projects with a local
market focus.
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A potential project investment strategy in the short to long term is to focus on a combination of design-driven projects with a local
market focus.

About STM Developments
STM Developments is a property development and real estate advisory business based in Melbourne, Australia. We are founded on one
principle - to share our passion for property with everyone that reside or invest in our properties. We consult our client’s property needs
through our unique insight and deep industry expertise. We Consult,
Develop, Manage, Market and Sell.
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YOUR TRUSTED AUSTRALIAN
DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
OUR CAPABILITIES

SITE ACQUISITION

Solid pre-acquisition due diligence and sourcing of
the best on and off market development sites is the
first step to a successful project.

PROJECT FEASIBILITY

Thorough market ressearch, detailed risk assessment
and a robust project feasibility analysis will provide
comfort for a successful aqcuisition.

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Leading and managing all project consultants and
stakeholders and securing the best planning approval
is a crucial first step in the development process.

ABOUT US
STM Developments is a property development & advisory business based in Melbourne, Australia.
We work alongside developers and investors, providing site acuisition, feasibility analysis and project management services for
residential and commercial projects. We initiate and participate
in property development joint ventures as project proponent. We
also act as investors’ independent representatives as their point
of contact for their co-investment projects and joint ventures.
Founder and Managing Director Simon Lee has more than 17
years of professional experience in all major facets of the development industry in Australia. He has successfully designed, led
and managed major commercial, retail, mixed use and residential projects in Hong Kong and Australia ranging in value form $4
million to $20 billion. Simon is also an occasional guest lecturer
and tutor at the Faculty of Architecture University of Melbourne.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & FINANCING

Disciplined project management, design and documentation management and cost control within feasibility
limits will ensure projects are completed on time and
to budget.

CONTACT
Simon’s Wechat

PHONE: +613 9824 1887
ADDRESS: 306/521 Toorak Road, Toorak VIC 3142 Australia
www.stmdevelopments.com.au

INVESTEOR REPRESENTATION

On larger scale joint ventures or projects, negotiating
development agreements, undertake commercial and
technical due diligence and representing investors
throughout the project will ensure their interest and
risks are managed.

Company Wechat Account
CHINA ADDRESS: Jinan Gaoxin Wanda Plaza J2 Tower, Room
2411/2412
57 Gongye S Road, Lixia Qu, Jinan Shi, Shandong Province,
China, 250000
www.stmdevelopments.com.au

STM Developments Pty Ltd
Property Development

Development Management

Investor Representation and Strategic Consultation
Contact
Phone: +613 9824 1887

Address: 306/512 Toorak Road, Toorak VIC 3142 Australia
www.stmdevelopments.com.au
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